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Divinity: Original Sin is a deep, classic-style, tabletop-inspired, turn-based, party-based RPG experience set in the world of Larian’s award-winning and critically acclaimed adventure series, Divinity: Original
Sin. An established award-winning AAA developer and publisher and acclaimed indie RPG developer Larian Studios bring their proven production values, fantastic storylines, and signature comedic writing to
Divinity: Original Sin. The humorous and heartwarming story and vivid setting combine with innovative gameplay that features a deep tactical RPG combat system, the freedom to choose from a variety of
classes, a wide arsenal of loot and gear, and a huge adventure full of compelling character and story driven quests. Key Features CLASSES AND ROLES – Choose from various classes and play solo or with a
group. Each class features unique skills, powers, abilities, equipment and gear, and has a different view on the world and playstyle. PATROLS, LOOT, AND LOATHING – Equip your character with loot, gear and
weapons as you adventure through randomized dungeons and experience quests. Loot is randomly generated in each world with new items that can be found as you adventure further. Your friends can help
you find more useful loot, or take it from you. If you don’t like the item you are wearing, or if it doesn’t quite fit, it’s just simply melted away with a few well-placed spells. VIRTUAL SPACES – Don’t limit
yourself by the size of the game or of the worlds you adventure to. Each world in Divinity: Original Sin is a fully-fledged, living, breathing environment that can be explored independently. TACTICAL COMBAT –
Battle enemies with an intuitive, easy-to-learn yet deep combat system. Gather your party and attack using your powers and abilities to defeat your enemies. Scaling your character’s stats to your class or to
your own skill level will ensure that everyone in the party can play their role equally well. ROLE SYSTEM – The game’s role system supports thousands of classes, equipment, skills and spells, but doesn’t limit
the player to a single playstyle. Choose from a variety of different classes and play your way. There are no experience points, so you always have the option to change your character build. HIGHLIGHTS RPG
fans from all over the world flock to Divinity: Original Sin

RPG Maker MV - Futuristic Cities: Robot Expansion Features Key:

  Ancient mole people have risen to become rulers of the Rodent Empire. They rule through non-abusive authoritarian government. They rarely interact with anyone outside of their empire, and their only army is their reputation for being ruthless and often indifferent to the lives of their citizens. They are
ascetic and religious. They are technophilic, and culture is egalitarian.
  Each player is either a Rodent or one of their secret allies, and alliances and de-alliances are taken seriously. Players who act weakly in the course of their play-match have their military might reduced by 0.5. Players often use rigging of the starting conditions to gain an advantage. The monarch and the
senate enact a number of laws, and rules for military drafting and conscription. Both factions use claims of relic looting, alien abductions, and voodoo-based superstitions to raise armies.
  The player must form an alliance with the Rodents, so that they may enter the election for monarch. One of the alliances may attempt to assassinate the previous monarch, force a revolution, or seize power in a coup.
  Election for monarch is either ruled-out or rigged. All players will organize early to ensure one of their factions gets at least one faction vote in the election, or votes are awarded for faction members who are not in the election.
  Governments have high public support. If this is low, factions may not be able to form governments.
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